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BACKGROUND

1961: UK opened membership negotiations with the European Communities

Difference in per capita GDP between UK and EU6 reached 10%

De Gaulle vetoed the British application in 1963

1967: Britain applied for membership for a second time

The difference in per capita GDP between the UK and the EU6 average was 6% 

Again, De Gaulle vetoed

1973: Britain joined the European Community, Prime Minister Edward Heath took Britain in

The Guardian is a British national daily newspaper founded in 1821- broadsheet, or quality 
press

In August 2013 The Guardian in paper form had an average daily circulation of 189,000 
copies, behind The Daily Telegraph and The Times



'FEAR AND FURY ON THE FARM' - 26 NOVEMBER 1969

 Commenting on the demonstrations by angry French farmers due to the mounting problems 
facing the French agricultural industry esp. the burden of overproduction and lower living 
standards

 Explains the intransigence that the French President, Georges Pompidou, will have to show 
in connection with the financing of the common agricultural policy (CAP) during the Hague 
summit 

 What the French seem to ask is nothing less than an open-ended commitment that their 
partners will continue to finance the farm policy whatever it costs



'FEAR AND FURY ON THE FARM' - 26 NOVEMBER 1969

A recent television serial has been telling the story of Jacquou, an 
eighteenth-century peasant from the Dordogne, who rebelled against 

the wicked local lord and finally set fire to his castle. Last Monday 
when farmers rioted all over France many of them brandished banners 

with the warning “watch out – Jacquou still lives”



‘LET’S GET BLOWING’ - 24 NOVEMBER 1969

Ironic article mocking at the complexity of the accession and how it is not easily explained to British 
citizens

Defines a summit : 

high-level conference by important men, with bulging brief cases, which end with 
the release of long and incomprehensible communiqués – called to show the 6 

hadn’t forgotten the “British question”

 It pokes fun at the failures of EC enlargement 

 the French “sulking” and the CAP

 Better negotiation terms as the 6 are squabbling

 Bitterness at not being admitted “last time”, especially after war time favours done

 Optimism that it will get sorted with the new leaders in Germany and France

 free capital movement- fanciful notion of the Rome Treaty



It expresses concern over: 

 consequences of the United Kingdom’s accession for British citizens and for their identity

 getting steeped in French excess produce. Awareness of the expenses but also hope that it will be 
curtailed by EEC – “Butter at nine bob wasn't on”

 timing is crucial so the rise in prices is seen only after British elections

 Whether the British movement has lost wind to join this community

 Refer to Peter George James Jenkins who was a British ”Königswinter” journalist

“Provided I can stay British, I am quite ready to become a European” 

– Aunt Bertha

‘LET’S GET BLOWING’ - 24 NOVEMBER 1969



‘LET’S GET BLOWING’ - 24 NOVEMBER 1969

My Aunt Bertha is worried about next week's Common Market summit. It's not just that 
she keeps having nightmares in which her street is submerged in surplus EEC butter. It's 

not even that she can't bear the thought of eating snails and sauerkraut. The awful truth 
— I hardly dare tell you this — is that she finds it difficult to steer her way through all 

the Common Market jargon

So I explained it to her…

"Willy," I went on "Is keen to get us in. Pompidou has shaken off the old man's shadow 
and the French electorate is said to have become European-minded. And Harold is 

playing it cool because this is the proper way to start bargaining.



MR WILSON SAYS "HAVE A G0" - 5 DECEMBER 1969

 Highlights the problems encountered during negotiations on the first enlargement 
of the European Communities

Which arose from the difficulties experienced in finding a compromise between the 
protection of national interests and the need for a strong, centralised European power

 “the Six are beginning to thaw after the Gaullist freeze.” 

 No surety of the terms of access but optimism to try it 

 CAP is “make or break” – need for rational farm policy

Looking to Brussels to clarify these matters further

 Uncertainty if "Europe des patries" is here to stay or temporary

the national veto vs majority voting, political unification cant progress through this path



MR WILSON SAYS "HAVE A G0" - 5 DECEMBER 1969

The cross-Channel fog, however, has not been cleared either by the communiqué 
from The Hague or by later interpretations of it. 

For opaqueness, however, the political provisions in the communiqué would be 
hard to beat. The Six seem to mean well, but they have difficulty in saying what 

they intend. To determine exactly why each subclause of paragraph 4 was 
included, for Example, would be an interesting exercise in Kremlinology or 

Pompidology. 



MR WILSON SAYS "HAVE A G0" - 5 DECEMBER 1969

Was The Hague conference – itself an old-fashioned tug-of-war between nations 
– typical of the way the leaders of the new Europe intend to do business? The 

new Europe can limit itself to remaining a consortium of States, each insisting on 
its national rights and national sovereignty. In that form it can still have value as 

an economic union, though it will then have to be assessed strictly in terms of 
economic advantage for members. Without central direction, however, it will be 
weak. And any central direction must be through democratic institutions, which 

are bound to detract from the power of national parliaments. That is something 
that neither the British nor the Six want to face, but they ought to have the vision 

to face and welcome it



THE NARRATIVES

 Seems to have been high expectations before the summit, less reports after

 Important from the light of the outcome of fighting to keep the CAP alive – since it 
is old style negotiations between powerful leaders, not democracy

 Impression that the British question is the main agenda – ushered in by the new 
leaders

 British identity! 

 Vague communique, but one step in the direction of British accession 

 Cautious optimism
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CANDIDATE COUNTRIES United Kingdom

Ireland



IRELAND



FIRST APPLICATION 1961

 Ireland, the United Kingdom and Denmark apply for full 
membership of the EEC

 The EEC agrees to negotiations with Ireland

 French president Charles de Gaulle vetoes UK‘s accession

 The Irish application becomes colleteral damage

 Meanwhile in Ireland: 
- poverty, unemployment, emigration
- economic restructuring by taioseach Seán Lemass



SECOND APPLICATION 1967 

 Second application by Denmark, Ireland and the UK in May 

1967

 De Gaulle also vetoes the second UK application within the same 
month

 The European Commission announces, that no negotiations will 
take place with Ireland

 1./2. The Hague summit takes place



THIRD APPLICATION 1970 - 1973

 15 minutes after the UK, Ireland applies for full EC membership

 30th June 1970: official starting point of the negotiations with
Ireland, the UK, Denmark and Norway

 22nd January 1972: Ireland signs the contract to enter the EC

 10th May 1972: national referendum in Ireland (83,1% in favor
of admission)

 1. January 1973: Ireland becomes a member state of the
European Community







NARRATIVES

 Ireland cannot become a member of the EC without its main

trading partner, the UK

 At the same time: possible emancipation from the UK?

 Fear of sovereignty loss/loss of political neutrality after 
admission

 On the EC side: is Ireland sufficially developed to be a member
state?



RESEARCH PROCESS

Background of economic situation explaining the motives on both sides – The Six and 
the British and Irish (also as outlined by Tony Judt)

Newspaper articles from online archives

Application of ideas discussed in our previous sessions (Narratives)

Analysis 

Presentation

Discussion



Thank you for your attention!


